Cornerstone Christian Academy
Private Lesson Program
Studio Policies

SCHEDULING
Lessons are held weekly according to the program calendar. Students will receive lessons during specials, lunch/recess, study
hall, elective classes, or after school (depending on teacher availability).
TUITION
$25 registration fee
Yearly Tuition: $810
Monthly Payments: $90/month, September  May
Tuition is billed by the school year and is a flat fee that will not be changed to facilitate missed lessons.
Tuition will be prorated for students starting lessons after the semester has begun.
PAYMENT OPTIONS:
Lesson tuition will be added to your SmartTuition account, and can be paid in full by September 10th, or in monthly installments,
on the 10th of each month (SepMay).
ATTENDANCE POLICIES
The student has a reserved time that is their own. If the student is unable to attend their lesson, that time slot
continues to be reserved for them and, therefore, must still be charged. The terms are as follows:
● Missed lessons are never refunded.
● If the student arrives late, their lesson will still end at the scheduled time.
● In the event that the instructor is unable to teach a lesson due to illness or other conflict, they will make up the lesson at
the student’s convenience.
MAKEUP LESSONS
There will be one week for makeup lessons at the end of Fall Semester. Makeup week is reserved for personal absences, and the
student is entitled to receive one makeup lesson for any and all lessons they missed during the semester. At the end of Spring
Semester there will be two weeks for makeup lessons. The first makeup week is reserved for lessons missed due to
schoolrelated functions, snow days, or other school cancellations. The second makeup week is reserved for personal absences as
detailed above. If the student did not miss any lessons, they will not receive lessons those weeks.
TERMINATION & NOTICE
Students commit to an entire school year of lessons, after which they can evaluate their interest in continuation. If a student must
discontinue lessons for any reason, they must give four weeks’ notice.
PREPARATION & PARTICIPATION
In order to improve at a steady pace, we require consistent practice and preparation of other assignments.
All students will participate in two mandatory recitals each year, at the close of each semester.
PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT
The involvement and communication of parents throughout the progression of private lessons is crucial to the success of the
students, and our teachers highly value parental input. The instructors will discuss goals and expectations with the student at
their first lesson. Instructors will also communicate with parents as needed throughout the school year. Parents, please also
facilitate this involvement by updating your teacher about how practice time is going, asking questions, and being involved in the
consistency of your student’s preparation at home.

